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Abstract

Adaptive multi-route query processing (AMR) is an emerging paradigm for processing stream queries in highly fluctuating environments. The content of stream data can be unpredictable. Thus, instead of selecting a fixed plan, AMR dynamically routes batches of tuples to operators in the query network based on up-to-date system statistics. The workload of query access patterns in AMR systems is ever changing. Selecting a single best index may not efficiently support all query access patterns at all times. While maintaining multiple indices to match a variety of query access patterns increases overhead and decreases throughput. Index design, while paramount for efficient query execution, is particularly challenging in AMR systems as the indices must serve the continuously evolving query access patterns. Our proposed Adaptive Multi-Route Index (AMRI) employs a bitmap time-partitioned design that serves a diverse ever changing workload of query access patterns and remains lightweight in terms of maintenance and storage requirements. We propose a high quality yet efficient assessment method modeled after hierarchical heavy hitters that exploits route relationships by modeling the frequency of the search access patterns used as nodes in a lattice. We also design assessment scheduling methods for AMRI based upon detecting changes in the search access patterns used. Our AMRI incorporates migration strategies that seek to meet the needs of both old partially serviced and new incoming search requests. Our experimental study using both synthetic and real data streams demonstrates that AMRI strikes a balance between effectively supporting dynamic stream environments while keeping the index overhead to a minimum. Using an environmental data set collected in the Intel Berkeley Research lab, our AMRI produced on average 68% more cumulative throughput than the state-of-the-art approach.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background on index tuning

Abadi et. al. [1] predicted the increase in the number of monitoring applications. Many monitoring applications were once simple (i.e., a simple query). They have become increasingly more complex (i.e., multiple complex queries that share data). Consider the stock market. A few years ago, a market analyst may only have assessed the current stock price and volume. Today, to track rapid market shifts, the same analyst has readily access to many more up-to-date statistics on the latest company and market sector information from news feeds, web sites, and blogs. In short, monitoring applications increasingly require complex queries integrating may stream sources.
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Such complex queries must efficiently process over long durations with possibly frequent data fluctuations [2]. Fluctuations cause periodic variances in the selectivity and performance of operators. This can render the most carefully chosen plan sub-optimal and possibly ineffective [3]. To address this, much research has been done on data stream management systems (DSMS) that continuously adjust the query path along which incoming tuple are processed [3–7]. We refer to these as Adaptive Multi-Route systems (AMR).

AMRs adapt the execution order of operators (i.e., the query path) to current statistics. The prominent AMR, Eddy [3], utilizes a central routing operator. Given statistics, it decides for each tuple which operator to visit next. The query path taken thus far by tuple $t_i$ determines which tuples from the different incoming streams, tuple $t_i$ will be composed of. When $t_i$ is processed by join operator $op_j$, all the tuples that compose $t_i$ are used to generate the criteria to locate tuples stored in $op_j$’s state that should join with $t_i$. Tuples may take different query paths and thus can be composed of tuples from different streams. Thus they will generate diverse search criteria that must be efficiently supported by join operators. Given the complexity of monitoring application queries, current DSMS cannot create a separate index for all possible search criteria. Worst yet, when path fluctuations occur, AMRs must quickly and precisely adjust the index configurations in use to best serve the new path(s). This challenging problem, ignored by the literature thus far, is the focus of our work.

### 1.2. AMR index requirements

Traditional off-line index tuning approaches select the “best” fixed index structure off-line [8–11]. They do not meet the needs of AMRs where the search request workload is in constant flux. AMRs require an online index tuning solution. Such approaches continuously evaluate and adjust the index structure online via the index tuning life cycle [12–15]. The steps in the life cycle are to: 1) identify changes in the search request workload (assessment), 2) locate the “best” index structure (selection), and 3) re-index states using the current “best” index structure (migration).

Unlike indexing in static database systems, AMRs face several unique challenges. 1) Periodically the router sends tuples to suboptimal operators to update statistics [3]. The access patterns generated by such tuples often have low frequencies. The frequency statistics from such tuples often have little influence on the final index structure selected. However, they add additional overhead to both index assessment and selection. To reduce such overhead, AMRs must adjust the quality and quantity of statistics collected. If too few statistics are kept the overhead may be reduced but a suboptimal index configuration may be found. If too detailed statistics are kept, the optimal index may be located but it may require too high an overhead. 2) AMRs must continuously assess and adjust indices to best support the query paths currently in use. The abruptness and frequency of such changes make this extremely challenging. Furthermore the overhead of assessing indices must not detract from producing rapid results. 3) When the query paths used to process incoming tuples evolve, the system will contain old partially serviced tuples processed along query paths different from the new “best” query paths. To minimize response times AMRs must efficiently process both old partially serviced and new incoming tuples.

### 1.3. The proposed approach: AMRI

In short, AMRs require an index design that: 1) supports diverse search criteria, 2) requires minimal maintenance, 3) compact so to fit in main memory, and 4) can efficiently process all search criteria.

AMRs require index tuning, following the life cycle, that: 1) efficiently and accurately identifies abrupt key query path changes while not detracting from the production of rapid results (assessment), 2) maintains the quality of the best index configuration selected within a preset threshold (selection), and 3) determines the best approach to re-indexing stored tuples to efficiently process the old partially serviced tuples (migration). Our proposed Adaptive Multi-Route Index (AMRI) solution incorporates a physical index design and customized index tuning methods that meet the above requirements.

Our preliminary ideas on AMR index assessment was published in a workshop proceeding [16]. In this work, we focused on the design of two assessment methods called Compact Self Reliant Index Assessment CSRIA, and Compact Dependent Index Assessment CDIA. Both reduce assessment overhead by compacting the statistics collected. CSRIA utilizes a heavy hitter method [17], CDIA tracks statistics in a lattice, exploiting the dependent relationships between the search criteria, and employs a hierarchical heavy hitter method [18].

In this paper, we extend our basic index assessment to efficiently support the index tuning life cycle by incorporating scheduling assessment methods as well as efficient index migration methods. We also establish the bounds on the optimality (i.e., quality) of the index configuration found during selection using the compact statistics generated by our CSRIA and CDIA assessment methods.

Our new contributions include:

1. We enhance our index design to support both old partially serviced and new incoming search requests by employing a time-partitioned index structure.
2. We formulate and prove that the effect of statistic compaction on the potential loss of quality of the selected index can be bounded by a preset constant.
3. We propose methods for scheduling index tuning. In particular, our Triggered method schedules assessment on states with observed routing shifts.
4) We propose a Partial Migration strategy that migrates only some stored tuples based on their estimated future use. Through our study of migration approaches we explore the question of whether or not it is effective to maintain an index configuration for subsets of stored tuples.

5) We conduct extensive experiments (beyond those in [16]) to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed scheduling and migration methods using both real and synthetic data over a large variety of experimental conditions including varying the amount of fluctuations in the query paths used. We demonstrate that AMRI always wins over the current AMR index approaches, including hash indices [5] and bitmap indices [19].

2. Motivation

2.1. Example of search requests with varying criteria

Query Q1:

```
SELECT * FROM StreamA, StreamB, StreamC
WHERE StreamA.A1 = StreamB.A1 AND StreamB.A3 = StreamC.A3 AND StreamC.A2 = StreamA.A2
WINDOW 30 seconds
```

Example. Consider query Q1, the AMR in Fig. 1, and tuples ta1 and ta2 from StreamB. ta1 is first routed to join with tuples from StreamA in STeM B. Then resulting tuple ta1b1 is routed to join with tuples from StreamC in STeM C. While ta2 is instead first routed to join with tuples from StreamC in STeM C. STeM C must be able to efficiently locate tuples from StreamC using different search criteria. In particular, for tuple ta2 only the join attributes between StreamA and StreamC are used, i.e., search on attribute A2. While for tuple ta1b1 the combined join attributes of StreamA and StreamB and StreamC are used, i.e., search on both attributes A2 and A3.

2.2. State-of-the-art indexing in AMR systems

The main work on improving the precision of indices in AMRs is by Raman et al. [5]. They proposed to create a state for each stream to store its incoming tuples (i.e., akin to traditional database tables) and multiple hash indices for each state. Each hash index of the join operator (i.e., STeM) optimizes a specific data access on a state. We now illustrate the inefficiencies of such indices.

Example. Consider a DSMS that tracks location of packages via sensors. Each sensor propagates 3 attributes: priority code (A1), package id (A2), and location Id (A3). The state storing the sensor data has 3 hash indices, i.e., A1, A1 & A2, and A2 & A3 (Fig. 2). To insert tuple ti, first ti is stored in the state. Then hash keys for ti.A1, ti.A1 & ti.A3, and ti.A2 & ti.A3 are created, linked to ti, and stored.
Consider search request \( sr_1 \) that looks for packages with priority code \( A_1 = 2012 \) and location id \( A_3 = '47' \). To execute \( sr_1 \), first, which hash index is most suitable to process \( sr_1 \) is located. The most suitable index is the hash index that supports the largest number of attributes in \( sr_1 \) and contains no attributes not in \( sr_1 \). Next a lookup is performed using the most suitable index, e.g., \( A_1 \).

Consider \( sr_2 \) that looks for packages where location id \( A_3 = '47' \). No suitable index exists for \( sr_2 \). The entire state is scanned. To improve the search time of \( sr_2 \) requires the creation of a new hash index to support attribute \( A_3 \). However this adds additional memory and maintenance costs to store tuples in the state.

Unfortunately to support diverse criteria as motivated above requires: 1) a possibly large number of hash indices, 2) high memory overhead to support multiple links for each stored tuple, and 3) considerable maintenance costs to create and delete multiple hash indices. Our experimental study (Section 9) confirms these inefficiencies and demonstrates that our proposed solution successfully overcomes these shortcomings.

### 3. Preliminaries

**Query model.** We consider SPJ (select-project-join) queries processed under a *suffix* window (Fig. 3). A suffix window indicates the length of the data history to be queried via sliding windows. Our explanation uses one SPJ query. Yet, our AMR equally applies to multiple SPJ queries.

A *state* is instantiated for each stream in the FROM clause, e.g., a state for \( StreamA \), \( StreamB \), and \( StreamC \) (Fig. 4 is an AMR for the query above). Each state is associated with a unary join **STeM operator** [5] that supports insertion and deletion of tuples, and locating tuples based on join predicates.

**Join operator.** The original AMR system, Eddy [3], utilized ripple join operators in which the intermediate results produced are stored in the operators’ state. [20] improved query execution time of AMR systems by introducing the STAIRS operator which is an extension to the ripple join operator. Beyond the standard join processing, the STAIRS operator allows the system to dynamically undo some of the query processing performed on blocked tuples, i.e., such tuples are waiting upon intermediate results from other streams. This allows the STAIRS operator to unblock such tuples.

Both the ripple join and STAIRS operators have the burden of maintaining the probe functionality of tuples from the same stream in multiple operators [5]. In addition, their route selection suffers as the router has no knowledge about what is affecting an operator’s selectivity. Namely, it cannot be determined if the probes that do or do not utilize the cached results are more selective [5].

To address this, Rama et al. improved optimization capabilities by extending routing flexibility through their STeM operator [5]. A STeM is a unary join operator dedicated to the storage and probing of requests containing tuples from one base stream. Given the promise of this strategy, we adopt STeMs as our join operator, though other types of joins could equally be used.

A *join predicate* is expressed in the query WHERE clause composed of 1) an attribute stream reference, 2) a join expression (\( =, \lt, \geq, \leq \)), and 3) another attribute stream reference (e.g., \( A.A_1 = B.A_2 \)). The *join attribute set* \( JAS \) for a state (i.e.,
say from StreamA) is the set of all attributes specified in the join predicates (i.e., for StreamA JAS = {A1, A3}). Each STeM can search for tuples stored in its state based upon any combination of attributes in JAS. For example, the combinations of attributes in JAS for StreamA are A1, A3, and A1 & A3 combined. An access pattern (ap) is an attribute combination used to specify search criteria. It is denoted by a vector whose size equals the cardinality of the JAS. Each vector position represents one join attribute. Join attributes used to search are represented by the name of the attribute. Those not used are represented by the wild card symbol ∗.

Example. Reconsider the state of StreamA where JAS = {A1, A3}. (A1, A3) is an ap where all join attributes are used to search. While (A1, ∗) is an ap only using join attribute A1, and (∗, ∗) is an ap using no join attributes (i.e., a full scan).

4. Adaptive multi-route index

4.1. Physical index design

We now explain our proposal to employ a versatile yet compact bit-address index as the foundation of our solution [19]. Our bit-address index incorporates an index key map (a.k.a. the index configuration IC) or blueprint to the memory location where tuples are stored. Each IC of B bits supports 2^B buckets to store tuples. The bucket in which tuple ti is stored is found by using the IC to map ti’s attribute values to a specific bucket. IC delineates for each join attribute the number of bits (possibly none) used in the mapping. No index links are ever created as the IC derived for each tuple is never stored. This significantly reduces the memory and CPU overhead.

Example. Reconsider the example in Section 2.2. Tuple ti, a package record, is inserted into bit-address index BI in Fig. 5 where the IC has 10 bits (5 bits for attribute A1, 2 bits for A2, and 3 bits for A3). First the bucket id for ti is generated by mapping the values for ti.A1, ti.A2, and ti.A3, which are 00111, 11, and 010 respectively. Then these values are combined to form the bucket id, i.e., 0011110101 or bucket 250. Finally, ti is stored in bucket 250. The IC generated is not stored. Thus, no memory or CPU time is required to support index links. In contrast, the hash index approach [5] (Section 2.2) utilizes both memory and CPU time to create keys for each hash index created. Thus, the bit-address index satisfies the low memory and CPU requirement.

As we will now show, adapting a bit-address index requires on average less CPU time than the hash index approach. To adapt tuples in the state from index BI1 to BI2 requires the relocation of stored tuples to the buckets defined by BI2, and deletion of BI1’s memory. While the traditional hash index approach would create and delete multiple hash keys for each stored tuple.

Consider the search performance using the BI in Fig. 5 versus the hash indices in Fig. 2. Search request sr1 is looking for all packages with priority code = 2012 and location id = ‘47’ (Fig. 5). First the bucket ids to be searched are found by mapping the attributes specified in sr1 (i.e., A1 = 2012 and A3 = ‘47’ or 00111 and 010) and the attributes not specified in sr1 (i.e., all possible bit values for A2 or 00 to 11). Then the possible bits are combined to identify the buckets (i.e., 0011100010, 0011101010, 0011110010, and 0011111010 or buckets 226, 234, 242, and 250). Finally a scan is performed across all identified bucket(s). If the search is narrow and precise (i.e., the access pattern specifies all join attributes), then only one bucket is searched. If the search is wide (i.e., the access pattern contains wild card symbols) then several buckets are searched. On average, a good index configuration limits the number of buckets examined for the majority of search requests. Clearly, a single BI can serve multiple diverse access patterns and require less maintenance overhead than multiple hash keys. Thus, the bit-address index satisfies the diverse access pattern requirement (Section 1.3).
The configuration of the index key map (i.e., the assignment of which attribute data values map to which bits) influences the number of buckets searched. The optimal index key map is configured so that there exists a relatively even distribution of stored tuples in each bucket. This requires the analysis of the distributions of the data content of each index attribute.

### 4.2. Multiple index configurations

In AMR systems, the query paths used to process tuples constantly evolve. As they evolve, the system will contain some partially serviced tuples already in process. These partially serviced tuples may favor different query paths than new incoming tuples. To minimize response time, states must efficiently process search requests generated by all tuples. To support this search request diversity, we propose to allow states to maintain multiple index configurations. Namely, a distinct index configuration for different subsets of tuples.

Tuple $t_i$ will join with stored tuples that are within the query window of $t_i$. For this, we propose to time-partition stored tuples by the windows of tuples that they produce results for. Each partition of stored tuples is distinctly indexed to support efficient processing of the search requests that they provide results for, e.g., indexed to support the query paths of older tuples.

#### Partition design

Each index configuration chosen is the most efficient for the query windows into which the stored tuple(s) under it fall. Stored tuples are broken into time slices referred to as partitions $P$. A partition is a portion of incoming tuples of constant length $|P|$, e.g., based upon tuple count.

Each partition is assigned a partition number. The current partition number is equal to $\left\lceil \frac{\lambda_d}{P} \right\rceil$ where $\lambda_d$ is equal to the number of incoming tuples received thus far from a stream. A query window $QW$ is composed of a number of partitions denoted by $PW$, where $PW = \left\lceil \frac{QW}{\lambda_d} \right\rceil$. Each configuration is stored in a hash table via a partition number key. To reduce overhead, consecutive partitions that use the same configuration are stored in the same $BI$.

#### Processing costs using partitions

We now outline the costs of insertion, search, and deletion of tuples using AMRI.

- **Insertion**: To store tuple $t_i$ in a state the proper bucket within the latest partition must be located. The complexity of insertion is constant, namely, $O(C_{hash,i} + C_{insert})$. Notations are in Table 1.

- **Search**: Given search request $sr_1$, first the set of partitions in the query window relevant to $sr_1$ referred to as $QW(sr_1)$ are determined. Next all bit-address indices in the partitions of $QW(sr_1)$ referred to as $BI_{QW(sr_1)}$ are located. Finally all tuples that match $sr_1$ stored in buckets located by the indices in $BI_{QW(sr_1)}$ are found. In the worst case a unique index exists for each partition. Then the complexity of search is $O(|BI_{QW(sr_1)}|(C_{hash, sr_1} + C_{search}))$. In the best case all partitions share the same index and the complexity of search is simply $O(C_{hash, sr_1} + C_{search})$.

- **Deletion**: AMR systems do not force a strict FIFO processing order by tuple arrival time so to allow tuples to travel through the AMR concurrently along their respective query paths [3]. This disorder causes deletion to be more complicated since a stored tuple should only be removed when no search request exists that could potentially still join with it. To assure correctness despite this disorder, the router tracks the number of search tuples by partition number and the earliest partition number of all search tuples, denoted as $EPN$. Only tuples from partitions older than the oldest partition in the query window of $EPN$ are removed. The complexity of deletion is $O(N_{PR}(PW)C_d)$ where $N_{PR} = \#$ of partitions to remove and $PW = \#$ of tuples in a partition.

As seen above partitioning is a well established method in streaming to reduce cost of state maintenance by performing some operations (e.g., purging) at a batch rather than individual tuple level. Similarly, we hence use partitioning here in

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ap$</td>
<td>a search access pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_d$</td>
<td># of incoming tuples from a stream received within a time unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_r$</td>
<td># of search requests received within a time unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_h$</td>
<td>average cost for computing a hash function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_v$</td>
<td>average cost for conducting a value comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_d$</td>
<td>average cost to delete a value from a bucket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_A$</td>
<td># of indexed attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{ap,ap}$</td>
<td># of indexed attributes specified in $ap$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{ap}$</td>
<td>window length (in # of time units) of $ap$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{ap}$</td>
<td># of bits assigned to all attr. specified in $ap$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{ap}$</td>
<td>frequency of $ap$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AP$</td>
<td>the set of access patterns in workload $D$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AMRI although it is not a key factor in the overhead of AMRI. Partitions store a portion of the incoming tuples from a stream, i.e., the partitioning size is set to be a portion of the window size. Each partition will produce results for a particular subset of tuples bounded by arrival time or tuple count. Partitioning reduces deletion overhead. When it is determined that no more tuples that will join with a partition are still processing in the system, the entire partition worth of tuples can simply be deleted. In contrast, non-partitioned states must periodically search through the state and compare individual tuples to the current window and accordingly delete. Hence partitions support cheaper deletions as they allow batch comparisons and deletions.

Compared to non-partitioned indices there is a minimal additional search overhead for partitioned indices, namely, looking up the index configuration used by each partition. However, adjacent partitions use the same index if they share the same index configuration. Thus in the worst case (i.e., where a unique index configuration exists for each partition) the search requires a look up of the index configuration of each partition. In the best case, the search simply requires a single index configuration look up.

5. Index assessment

The assessment component maintains compact statistics used to locate the optimal index configuration for each state, i.e., the index configuration with the lowest index configuration dependent costs $C_D$.

5.1. Index configuration dependent costs $C_D$

The quality of an index configuration $IC$ depends upon the estimated unit processing costs for $IC$ [21] which is the combined maintenance and search costs [19]. The maintenance costs are the sum of the cost to insert and delete tuples in a state and to compute bucket ids ($C_{insert} + C_{delete} + C_{Chash,t}$) (Table 1). The search costs are the sum of the cost to compute bucket ids and search for tuples stored in the state ($C_{Chash,St} + C_{search}$). Both $C_{insert}$ and $C_{delete}$ are independent of which IC is evaluated. Henceforth when comparing index configurations we only consider the index configuration dependent costs $C_D$ (Eq. (1)) [19]. The insertion cost to compute bucket id $C_{Chash,t}$ is equal to the product of the number of incoming tuples, the number of attributes, and the cost to compute the key for one attribute or $\lambda_d N_A C_h$. The search cost to compute bucket ids $C_{Chash,St}$ is equal to the product of the number of incoming search requests and the sum of the cost to compute the key for the attributes in $AP$ or $\lambda_r \sum_{ap \in AP} N_{AP, ap} C_h$. The search cost $C_{search}$ is equal to the product of the number of incoming search requests and the estimated number of tuples scanned or $\lambda_r \sum_{ap \in AP} \frac{\lambda_d W_{ap} F_{ap}}{2^{8ap}} C_c$.

\[
C_D = C_{Chash,t} + C_{Chash,St} + C_{search} = \lambda_d N_A C_h + \lambda_r \sum_{ap \in AP} N_{AP, ap} C_h + \lambda_r \sum_{ap \in AP} \frac{\lambda_d W_{ap} F_{ap}}{2^{8ap}} C_c.
\]  

5.2. Access pattern statistics

To assess $IC$s requires the frequency statistics of each access pattern ($F_{ap}$). Recall that an access pattern does not correspond to raw stream data tuples but rather a search criteria (Section 3).

**Definition 1.** The *frequency of access pattern* $ap$ in a workload $D$ arising during a given time duration (namely, all incoming and intermediate tuples processed over that time duration), denoted as $F_{ap}$, is $F_{ap} = \frac{N_{ap}}{|D|}$ where $N_{ap}$ corresponds to the cumulative number of times access pattern $ap$ occurs in $D$ and $|D|_{ap}$ is the total number of access patterns in $D$.

The number of possible access patterns is equal to the number of combinations of join attributes for a state. If there are $N_{ja}$ join attributes then the number of possible access patterns is $\sum_{k=1}^{N_{ja}} \binom{N_{ja}}{k}$ or $2^{N_{ja}} - 1$. Thus the number of possible access patterns is exponential in the number of join attributes.

5.3. Self reliant index assessment SRIA

5.3.1. Basic SRIA

We first sketch *Self Reliant Index Assessment* or SRIA. SRIA captures the frequency of access patterns for a state in a hash table referred to as the SRIA table. Access pattern statistics collected in the SRIA table are independent of each other (i.e., self reliant).

To allow quick direct referencing to every access pattern $ap$ in the SRIA table, each $ap$ is mapped to a unique binary representation $B(ap)$. $A1$ indicates that a join attribute is used to search, while a 0 indicates that a join attribute is not. Consider a state with 3 join attributes $\{A1, A2, A3\}$. If $ap_1$ is searching using only attribute $A$ (i.e., $ap_1 = \langle A1, *, * \rangle$) then...
B(\(ap_1\)) = 100 which represents index number 4. If \(ap_1\) is searching using attributes A2 and A3 (i.e., \(ap_1 = (\ast, A2, A3)\)) then B(\(ap_1\)) = 011 which represents index number 3.

For each incoming access pattern \(ap\) the binary representation B(\(ap\)) is found. If the access pattern statistic exists then \(N_{ap}\) is incremented by 1. Otherwise the new access pattern \(ap\) is added with \(N_{ap}\) initialized to 1.

**Definition 2.** Given a state \(S_t\), the **SRIA algorithm** outputs the set of all frequency access patterns collected for \(S_t\).

### 5.3.2. Compact SRIA: access pattern reduction

The large number of possible access patterns that is exponential in the number of join attributes \(N_{ja}\) (Section 5.2) can cause potential memory limitations. We now explore a frequency access pattern reduction method extension to SRIA referred to as **Compact SRIA** or **CSRIA** is modeled after the heavy hitter algorithm proposed by Manku and Motwani [17]. Unlike [17], we compact and collect statistics on search request frequencies instead of raw data tuples. Informally, during assessment CSRIA periodically removes any access pattern statistic whose frequency falls below a preset error rate \(\epsilon\). Upon completion of assessment, CSRIA returns all access pattern statistics whose frequencies are above a preset threshold \(\theta\).

**Definition 3.** Given a state \(S_t\), **SRIA access patterns** for \(S_t\), threshold \(\theta\), maximum error in the \(F_{ap}\) collected \(\delta\), and error rate \(\epsilon\), the **CSRIA algorithm** outputs the set of frequency access patterns \(Q\) such that: \(\forall ap \in Q:\ (F_{ap} + \delta) \geq (\theta - \epsilon)\) and \(\forall ap \in (N_{ap} - Q): (F_{ap} + \delta) < (\theta - \epsilon)\).

**CSRIA benefits.** 1) It guarantees to find any access pattern whose frequency is greater than threshold \(\theta\). 2) The maximum memory required is limited to \(\frac{1}{\epsilon}\) log \(e\) \(\sum_{m=0}^{N_{ja}-1} (N_{ja}^{-1})\) access patterns where \(N_{ja}\) join attributes [22].

### 5.4. Dependent index assessment DIA

**Example.** As we will now demonstrate, CSRIA misses an opportunity for finding the optimal index configuration. CSRIA, while efficient, does not utilize the relationships between access patterns. This decreases the opportunity to find the optimal index configuration. Consider a state with 3 join attributes (Table 2) and a 4 bit BI. If \(\theta\) is 5% and \(\epsilon\) is 1%, then CSRIA will delete access patterns \((A1, \ast, \ast)\) and \((A1, A2, \ast)\) even though both would benefit from the index configuration \((A1, \ast, \ast)\).

Furthermore the combined frequency of \((A1, \ast, \ast)\) and \((A1, A2, \ast)\) is 8%, i.e., greater than \(\theta\). The index configuration found during selection has 1 bit assigned to the A2 attribute and 3 bits assigned to the A3 attribute. Whereas the optimal index configuration has 1 bit assigned to A1 and A2 attributes each and 2 bits assigned to the A3 attribute.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(ap)</th>
<th>(F_{ap})</th>
<th>(\theta)</th>
<th>(\delta)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((A1, \ast, \ast))</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>((A1, A2, \ast))</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\ast, A2, \ast))</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>((A1, A2, \ast))</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\ast, \ast, A3))</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>((A1, A2, \ast))</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4.1. Basic DIA

We now explore how the dependent access pattern relationships affect assessment. We first outline how a search request is executed based on the index configuration of a state. Then we describe how we exploit these relationships in Dependent Index Assessment or DIA.

The efficiency of executing a search request with access pattern \( ap_i \) depends upon the index configuration of the state. An index which only contains a subset or even all of the join attributes in \( ap_i \) will more efficiently support \( ap_i \) than an index that supports none of the join attributes in \( ap_i \). Consider a state with \( JAS = \{A1, A2, A3, A4\} \) and a search request with \( ap = \langle A1, A2, *, * \rangle \):

**Worst case.** IC consists of no attributes in \( ap \) (e.g., IC consists of attributes A3 and A4). As IC and ap have no common attributes, no buckets are eliminated. Thus a full scan is required (i.e., a comparison of all stored tuples).

**Slightly better case.** IC consists of some attributes in \( ap \) and some not in \( ap \) (e.g., IC consists of attributes A1, A2, and A3). Each attribute in IC that is not in ap creates the search wild card condition (Section 4.1). If \( n \) is the number of bits assigned to the attributes not in ap then \( 2^n \) buckets must be compared.

**Much better case.** The attributes in IC are a subset of the attributes in ap (e.g., IC consists of attribute A1). In this case, only a single bucket must be searched. The bucket will contain all tuples relevant to ap as no wild card condition exists. However, not every tuple is guaranteed to satisfy ap. Overall, the number of tuples compared is likely smaller than the cases above.

**Optimal case.** The attributes in the IC exactly match the attributes in ap (e.g., IC consists of attributes A1 and A2). Since all attributes in IC are specified in ap, a single bucket will be searched. Further, all tuples in the bucket will correspond to matches. In other words, this results in the smallest number of tuples compared to all the cases above.

**Definition 4.** An index based upon access pattern \( ap_1 \) provides a search benefit to a search request utilizing access pattern \( ap_2 \), denoted as \( ap_1 \prec ap_2 \), if \( \forall a \in ap_1 \rightarrow a \in ap_2 \) where \( a \) is an attribute.

The search benefit relationships organize access patterns into a lattice which we refer to as the DIA lattice (Fig. 6). Each DIA lattice node emulates an access pattern. The DIA lattice starts with the access pattern with no join attributes (top node). At each DIA lattice level, nodes are formed by taking each node in the prior level and adding one join attribute not already in it. This process continues until all possible join attributes are included in the access pattern (bottom node). Each node is linked via an edge to the nodes it provides a search benefit to in the level directly below it.

Dependent Index Assessment DIA stores the assessment values in a DIA lattice to retain the dependent search benefit relationships between access patterns. DIA builds the DIA lattice in a top–down manner at runtime. Each access pattern node \( nd \) in the partial DIA lattice consists of the access pattern it represents, namely \( nd.ap \), and the frequency of \( nd.ap \) requests, or \( nd.F_{ap} \).

For each search request, if the access pattern node already exists in the DIA lattice then the corresponding frequency \( nd.F_{ap} \) is incremented by 1. Otherwise, a new access pattern node is created. To enable quick direct referencing to each node, nodes are mapped to unique binary numbers as outlined above for SRIA. As such, physically each DIA node is stored in a SRIA table.

5.4.2. Compact DIA: access pattern compression

The large number of possible access patterns in DIA (Section 5.2) can cause memory limitations. We now explore an access pattern reduction method extension to DIA modeled after a hierarchical heavy hitter algorithm [18], namely Compact DIA, or CDIA. In our context, we utilize the search benefit relationship to combine access pattern statistics rather than deleting them. The key idea is for CDIA to during assessment periodically combine the statistics of any access pattern \( ap \)
whose frequency falls below a preset error rate $\epsilon$ with any access pattern node that provides search benefits to $ap$ using the DIA lattice. At the end of assessment, CDIA returns all access pattern statistics whose frequencies are above preset threshold $\theta$.

**Definition 5.** Given a state $S_t$, DIA access patterns, threshold $\theta$, error rate $\epsilon$, the set of all possible access patterns of $S_t$ denoted as $P_{ap}$, the CDIA algorithm outputs the set of frequency access patterns $Q$ such that: $\forall ap \in Q : F_{ap} - \epsilon \leq F_{ap} \leq F_{ap}^{*}$ where ($F_{ap}^{*} = \forall (k \in P_{ap}) ((ap < k)$ and $(\sum F_{ap} < \theta)$).

The CDIA algorithm provides three methods, namely, insertion (creating access pattern statistics), compression (combining access pattern statistics), and final results (finding all access pattern statistics that meet the threshold). The insert method is composed of multiple steps. First, the binary representation of the access pattern $B(ap)$ is computed. If an access pattern node exists for $ap$, then its frequency $nd_{ap}$ is increased by 1. Otherwise, a new access pattern node is added for $ap$ with $nd_{ap}$ equal to 1 and maximum error in the frequency $\delta$ set to the minimum error rate thus far, or $s_{ld} - 1$. After collecting a segment full of search requests, compression evaluates the leaf nodes of the DIA lattice. A leaf node is any access pattern node in the DIA lattice that does not provide a search benefit to any other node (i.e., no access pattern node below it has a count $> 0$). Compression proceeds as follows. For each leaf node in the DIA lattice, if the frequency of the access pattern $nd_{ap}$ plus the maximum error in the frequency $\delta$ is less than the current segment id and a parent of the leaf node exists, then the access pattern count of the leaf node is added to the access pattern count of the parent. Otherwise a new parent node is created with $nd_{ap}$ equal to the access pattern count of the leaf node and maximum error in the frequency $\delta$ equal to $s_{ld} - 1$. Finally, the leaf node is deleted.

During the final results step, any access pattern whose frequency is greater than threshold $\theta$ is returned as described below. For each node $nd$ in the DIA lattice starting from the leaf nodes, first the frequency of the access pattern $nd_{ap}$ is computed. If $nd_{ap}$ is less than threshold $\theta$, then the count of the access pattern node is added to the parent. Otherwise, the access pattern node is added to the result set $Q$.

**CDIA combination methods.** Several strategies can combine the frequency of a child access pattern node $nd_{c}$ with a parent access pattern node $nd_{p}$ that provides search benefits to it [23]. One method, random combination, randomly picks a parent node. Another method, highest count combination, adds the child’s frequency to the parent with the highest frequency thus far. The intuition is that the parent node with the largest frequency during assessment has a greater chance of being larger than the preset threshold $\theta$ when the final results are found (i.e., at the end of assessment). Our experiments explore both.

**CDIA benefits.** 1) It guarantees to find access patterns whose frequency is greater than $\theta$. 2) It only stores $\frac{h}{\epsilon} \log(\epsilon \sum_{m=0}^{N_{ja}-1} (N_{ja}-1))$ access patterns where $h$ is the number of levels in the DIA lattice [18]. 3) It reduces the number of access patterns stored while retaining the statistics of removed patterns.

**Example.** Reconsider the above example with a state containing 3 join attributes, a 4 bit $BI$, $\theta$ is 5%, and $\epsilon$ is .1% (Fig. 7). The CDIA approach using the random combination method combines the frequency of $\langle A1, A2, * \rangle$ into $\langle A1, *, * \rangle$. Selection would find the optimal index configuration.

**6. Bounds on statistics reductions**

Index selection finds the best $IC$ for each state by comparing the dependent costs $CD$ (Eq. (1)) of each possible $IC$ and returns the $IC$ with the lowest combined $CD$. The “optimal” division of available bits among the states that minimizes the combined $CD$ must also be considered. The bit division problem given the constraint of minimizing combined $CD$ across all states has been shown to be equivalent to the multiple-choice knapsack problem (MCKP) [24], a NP-hard problem. Therefore we here consider the problem of locating the optimal $IC$ for each state where each state is allocated a specific number of bits. Henceforth index selection refers to the problem of finding the $IC$ with the lowest combined $CD$ among all possible $IC$s given $B$ bits.
6.1. Cost calculation reductions

To find the best IC, the index configuration dependent cost $C_D$ of every possible combination of JAS attributes and $B$ bits must be evaluated. Given $N$ join attributes and $B$ bits, each index configuration with $\leq \text{Min}(N, B)$ attributes is explored. For each IC with bits assigned to $k$ of the $N$ join attributes there are $\binom{B-1}{k-1}$ possible combinations of distributing $B$ bits among the $k$ attributes. Hence the complexity of the search space is: $\sum_{k=1}^{\text{Min}(N, B)} \binom{B-1}{k-1} k^N$.

As the size of $N$ or $B$ increases, the search space grows exponentially.

Our AMRI reduces the cost of index selection by eliminating some access frequent statistics. The EPrune algorithm reduces the cost of index selection by eliminating some attributes where there is no benefit to create an index on the attribute. Both use online current statistics rather than compile-time training data to make decisions at runtime.

Before searching over all possible index configurations, the EPrune algorithm [19] applies a benefit function (Eq. (2)) to eliminate any join attributes from the index configuration whose frequency is so low that the overhead for indexing it exceeds the probe cost reduction. If attribute $Ax$ is indexed and assigned $N$ bits, the maximum search cost reduction is $\lambda_r \sum_{ap \in \mathcal{P}_A} \lambda_d W_{ap} F_{ap} (1 - \frac{1}{2^N}) C_c$ where $\mathcal{P}_A$ denotes the set of access patterns with $Ax$ specified. The additional cost to index attribute $Ax$ is $\left( \sum_{ap \in \mathcal{P}_A} F_{ap} \lambda_r + \lambda_d \right) C_h$. To determine the maximum benefit of indexing attribute $Ax$ or $MB(Ax)$, we compare the cost to hash attribute $Ax$ to the maximum search cost reduction if attribute $Ax$ is indexed (Eq. (2)). EPrune searches over all possible join attributes and prunes any join attribute $Ax$ where the maximum benefit of indexing $Ax$ is negative.

$$MB(A) = \lambda_r \sum_{ap \in \mathcal{AP}} \lambda_d W_{ap} F_{ap} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2^N} \right) C_c - \sum_{ap \in \mathcal{AP}} (F_{ap} \lambda_r + \lambda_d) C_h$$

EPrune guarantees to find the optimal IC and quickly locates it when the number of join attribute statistics $N$ is small [19]. Complementary to this, our CSRIA and CDIA methods assist in minimizing the search space by reducing the number of access pattern statistics. This increases the number of possible attributes eliminated by EPrune.

The number of cost calculations to evaluate $CD$ is driven by the number of access pattern statistics (Section 5.2). A large number of access pattern statistics causes a costly large number of cost calculations for each possible IC.

**Lemma 1.** Eliminating one access pattern statistic per the CSRIA and CDIA methods reduces the number of cost calculations performed by $\sum_{k=1}^{\text{Min}(N, B)} \binom{N}{k} \binom{B-1}{k-1}$.

6.2. Statistic reductions

CSRIA and CDIA reduce the number of access patterns statistics with the goal of reducing the required memory for assessment and CPU cycles for selection. However, such reductions can influence the quality of the IC found.

**Lemma 2.** The affect of removing an access pattern on $CD$ is bounded in proportion to the preset threshold $\theta$ and error rate $\epsilon$.

**Informal proof.** An access pattern statistic $F_{ap}$ can have one of the following affects on a given IC’s dependent cost $C_D$ (Eq. (1)):

- If each attribute in the access pattern $ap$ is in the IC and vice versa, then all possible bits are used to search (i.e., no wild cards). The portion of $C_D$ that the frequency $F_{ap}$ of $ap$ contributes to is $\lambda_\theta \frac{\lambda_d W_{ap} F_{ap}}{2^B} C_c$. This is the smallest contribution that $F_{ap}$ can have on a $CD$.

- If no attributes in $ap$ are in $IC$ then a complete scan and comparison of all stored tuples is required. The portion of $C_D$ that $F_{ap}$ contributes to is $\lambda_\epsilon \lambda_d W_{ap} F_{ap} C_c$. This is the largest contribution that $F_{ap}$ can have on a $CD$.

- In the worst case removing an access pattern statistic $F_{ap}$ from CSRIA removes the largest contribution that a particular $F_{ap}$ can have, or $\lambda_\epsilon \lambda_d W_{ap} F_{ap} C_c$, from each possible $CD$ calculation. Thus any access pattern whose frequency is $\leq (\theta - \epsilon)$ is guaranteed to not reduce any $CD$ by more than $\lambda_\theta \lambda_d W_{ap} C_c$.

- In the worst case removing an access pattern statistic $F_{ap}$ from CDIA changes the contribution that $F_{ap}$ has on a $CD$ from the smallest contribution possible $\lambda_\epsilon \frac{\lambda_d W_{ap} F_{ap}}{2^B} C_c$ to the largest contribution possible $\lambda_\theta \lambda_d W_{ap} F_{ap} C_c$. The potential difference in $C_D$ is $\lambda_\epsilon \lambda_d W_{ap} C_c (\frac{F_{ap}}{2^B} - F_{ap})$. Thus any access pattern statistics $F_{ap}$ where the value of $(\frac{F_{ap}}{2^B} - F_{ap})$ is $\leq (\theta - \epsilon)$ is guaranteed to not increase any $CD$ by more than $\lambda_\epsilon \lambda_d W_{ap} C_c$. \qed

7. Scheduling the tuning process

We now introduce four methods that schedule index tuning.

**Continuous Index Tuning** collects statistics continuously on each state for a fixed period of time. Upon completion of the evaluation window, index selection is executed and assessment is restarted. This method is the simplest to implement and carries no overhead to determine when to initiate index tuning. However when search access patterns do not change, it adds significant assessment overhead even though no new index configuration is required.
Periodic Index Tuning is adapted from index tuning in traditional database systems [25]. At periodic intervals statistics are collected and used to locate the best index configuration. This method is also simple to implement and carries a light overhead to determine when to initiate index tuning. The downfall of this method is when the search access patterns are rapidly changing, it will not identify changes in a state that arise when the state is not being assessed.

Triggered Index Tuning is based upon observed routing changes. It initiates index assessment on states with observed significant routing shifts. In this method, over a fixed period of time the number of search requests processed by each state denoted by \( \lambda_r \) is tracked and compared. Then index assessment is ran on the state with the most significant change. A significant change in \( \lambda_r \) is measured by computing the degree of difference between the current \( \lambda_r \) for a given state \( S_t \) and the prior \( \lambda_r \) for \( S_t \). This method is more alert than the periodic index tuning method. It can rapidly identify significant changes in \( \lambda_r \) for a given state. The main drawback of this strategy is that states that never have significant changes in \( \lambda_r \) may never be assessed.

Hybrid Index Tuning employs both periodic and triggered methods. It keeps an ordered list of the states to assessed. When a state has been assessed, the state is moved to the bottom of the assessment list. The advantage of the hybrid method is that it allows the system to catch significant changes in individual states as they occur while ensuring that each state is still periodically assessed.

8. Index migration

When a new “best” index configuration is located, index migration considers whether or not to re-index the current stored tuples to this new index configuration. We now present three alternative migration methods.

8.1. All or nothing

All migration method re-indexes all stored tuples to the new “best” index configuration, and removes the old index configuration(s). The result is that each state supports a single common index configuration at all times.

Nothing migration method re-indexes no stored tuples (i.e., all stored tuples keep their index configurations). The result of this approach is that states support multiple distinct index configurations. Each tuple locates stored tuples using the time-partitioned indices within their query window (Section 4.2).

Analysis: Is a single (i.e., all migration) better than multiple distinct index configurations (i.e., nothing migration)? To answer this we explore the overhead of migration. Both approaches carry no overhead to evaluate which time-partition indices to migrate. The nothing migration method carries no cost to migrate any stored tuples. While the all migration method carries the cost to migrate all stored tuples. The migration cost of a tuple is the sum of the costs to compute the bucket id of the new index configuration (i.e., new memory location), and to insert the tuple into the new memory location (\( C_{insert} + C_{hash,1} \) (Section 5). The deletion cost to remove a tuple is the sum of the costs to compute the memory location of the tuple using the old index configuration and to delete the tuple (\( C_{hash,SR} + C_{delete} \)). The total migration cost of the all migration method is 

\[
B_m(\text{IC, BIC}) = C_s(\text{IC}) - (C_s(\text{BIC}) + C_m(\text{IC, BIC}))
\]

\[
C_s(\text{IC}) = C_{hash,SR} + C_{probe}
\]

\[
C_m(\text{IC, BIC}) = \sum_{t \in \text{states}} ((C_{hash,1} + C_{insert}) + (C_{hash,SR} + C_{delete}))
\]

If ordered for the migration cost to be worthwhile there must be a benefit in migrating to the new IC. Given the index configuration of a state IC, the benefit of migrating to the new “best” index configuration BIC denoted as \( B_m(\text{IC, BIC}) \) is the difference between the search costs using IC and migration and search cost using BIC (Eq. (3)). If \( B_m(\text{IC, BIC}) \) is greater than 0 then there is a benefit in migrating IC to BIC.

In order for the all migration method to have a lower overall processing cost than nothing migration method, the search cost from old inprocess tuples using the new “best” index configuration plus the migration cost must be less than the search cost from old inprocess tuples using their current index configuration, i.e., \((C_s(\text{BIC}) + C_m(\text{IC, BIC})) < C_s(\text{IC})\). If this is not the case, it is more cost effective to search for old tuples using their current index configuration and utilize the new “best” index for only new incoming tuples.

8.2. Partial migration

Now the question arises if there is there a benefit to migrate only some ICs by precisely determining the benefit of migrating each IC. Partial index migration supports multiple index configurations, and selectively migrates individual index configurations based upon the estimated future workload of inprocess tuples. We estimate the future workload of each partition by tracking the number of inprocess tuples by query window (Section 4.2). For each time sliced index configuration in the state, the benefit of migration \( B_m(\text{IC, CIC}) \) using the estimated number of old inprocess tuples served by the given partition is evaluated. That is, when evaluating \( C_s(\text{IC}) \) and \( C_s(\text{BIC}) \) the estimated number of tuples
received within a time unit $\lambda_r$ is replaced by the number of inprocess tuples within the partition's query window. Only stored tuples from partitions for which there is a benefit in migrating are migrated.

The partial migration method adds the following additional costs to processing: 1) the cost to evaluate each partition whenever a new index configuration is selected, and 2) the cost to track the estimated future workload of old inprocess tuples. Thus in order for the partial migration method to have a lower overall processing cost than nothing migration, the search cost from old inprocess tuples using the new “best” index configuration plus the migration cost and the cost to evaluate the migration needs of each partition must be less than the search cost from old inprocess tuples using the current index configuration(s).

9. Experimental results

9.1. Experimental setup

**Metrics.** An effective index configuration will reduce tuple response time which ultimately will improve throughput. Thus our experiments compare throughput or the cumulative query results produced over a fixed duration.

Our experimental study explores.

1) Which combination of our proposed index assessment, scheduling, and migration methods is the best at improving the throughput?

2) Is AMRI better than state-of-art approaches at maximizing throughput?

3) How does varying the number of possible query paths affect the throughput of AMRI versus state-of-art approaches?

**Synthetic data sets.** To test the effectiveness of our methods under conditions where adaptive indices are required, we created synthetic data that deliberately causes intermittent fluctuations in system statistics. In particular, we periodically vary the selectivities of joining each stream to the other streams. More precisely the data content of every 5000 incoming tuples from stream $S_i$ are adjusted so that a different order of STeM operators is the optimal for them. This may cause the router to use new query paths which may lead to index configuration changes.

**Real data sets.** To demonstrate that AMRI is a viable approach for improving throughput of AMR systems we also test using real data. In particular, we use real data collected from 54 sensors deployed in the Intel Berkeley Research lab between February 28th and April 5th, 2004 (http://berkeley.intel-research.net/labdata/). We partitioned this dataset by sensor in close proximity to each other into several streams. The sensor readings are sent in generation order, as they would have been were the tuples submitted in real-time.

In all approaches, the router periodically sends a few tuples along suboptimal routes to update statistics. The access patterns generated by such tuples have low frequencies. They also have little influence on the final index structure selected. However, as shown in Section 6, they can add additional overhead during index selection. The overhead of these suboptimal searches is included in our experimental results.

**Experimental setup/query.** All experiments are implemented in CAPE [26] using Linux machines with AMD 2.6GHz Dual Core CPUs and 4GB memory. They run a complete join query across 4 data streams. Each stream joins to each of the 3 other streams via a unique join attribute. Thus each state must efficiently support search requests containing all possible combinations of 3 distinct join attributes, i.e., 7 possible access patterns or $\{A_1, *, *, \}$, $\{*, A_2, *\}$, $\{*, *, A_3\}$, $\{A_1, A_2, *\}$, $\{A_1, *, A_3\}$, $\{*, A_2, A_3\}$, $\{A_1, A_2, A_3\}$. There are 6 possible query paths for incoming tuples from stream 1, namely, 1) $S_2 > S_3 > S_4$, 2) $S_2 > S_4 > S_3$, 3) $S_3 > S_2 > S_4$, 4) $S_3 > S_4 > S_2$, 5) $S_4 > S_3 > S_2$, and 6) $S_4 > S_2 > S_3$. Similarly there are also 6 possible query paths for incoming tuples from each of the other streams. In the real data experiments, the query locates sensor data from 4 streams where the temperature, humidity, and relative location (horizontal distance from a fixed point) is the same. Such a query is vital to engineers monitoring building environments.

Our results illustrate that even for systems with a few possible access patterns, there already is a significant benefit in compacting access pattern statistics. Clearly, as the number of possible access patterns increases so does the probability of access pattern statistics being eliminated and thus making more cost savings possible.

The IC on each state uses 64 bits. The initial index configurations are found by running index selection using statistics gathered by executing the stream for 15 minutes first to collect quasi-training data. For the state-of-the-art approach, the initial indices are those found to support the most frequent search access patterns by running the training data approach above. Unless otherwise specified, all experiments use the synthetic data set described above.

In each experiment, the partition size is 2500 tuples and the sliding window size is 10,000 tuples. Each window is composed of 4 partitions. Each partition contributes to any search request whose window contains the stored tuples in the partition (Section 4.2).
9.2. Evaluating alternative tuning methods

We now explore which of our proposed assessment, scheduling, and migration methods is the best at maximizing throughput.

**Index assessment.** We first compare the index assessments methods SRIA, CSRIA, DIA, and CDIA using random and highest count compression. Each method is run using the maximum error $\delta = .05$, threshold $\theta = .1$, and hybrid index selection where the periodic and triggered evaluation windows are set to 60,000, and 100,000 search requests respectively. Both CDIA versions (random and highest count compression) outperform DIA, SRIA, and CSRIA (Fig. 8(a)). In fact CDIA using highest count compression outperforms both DIA and SRIA by 19%, and CSRIA by 30%. This demonstrates the utility of combining access pattern statistics (i.e., CDIA) at reducing overhead. The results of DIA and SRIA are rather similar. This is not surprising as they have the same SRIA table format and do not reduce any nodes.

**Scheduling method for index tuning.** Next, we compare scheduling methods for index tuning namely, Continuous, Periodic, Triggered, and Hybrid (Section 6). Each uses the CDIA with highest count compression set up outlined above (i.e., the most effective method). Hybrid outperforms Periodic, Triggered, and Continuous by 65%, 29%, and 18% respectively (Fig. 8(b)). This shows the utility of combining traditional periodic scheduling with knowledge gained by the router (i.e., Hybrid approach). Triggered ran out of memory after 20 minutes. In triggered scheduling, states with no significant changes are never assessed. Thereby such states over time end up having suboptimal index configurations which increases the time to process search requests and delays the processing of incoming search requests.

**Index migration.** Next, we study the impact of runtime migration methods (Section 8). Each is run using the Hybrid scheduling set up outlined above (i.e., the most effective method). Nothing migration (i.e., utilizing multiple time-partitioned non-migrating index configurations) outperforms both All and Partial migration by 19% (Fig. 8(c)). The overhead of migrating the current index configuration to a single new common index configuration (i.e., All migration) is greater than the actual search execution time saved. In contrast to traditional systems that support a single common index configuration for the entire state, we conclude that states in AMR systems are best served by multiple time-partitioned non-migrating index configurations. If this were not the case, All migration (i.e., utilizing a single common index configuration) would have outperformed Nothing migration. Similarly, we also conclude that the overhead to migrate selective index configurations (i.e., Partial migration) is greater than the actual search execution time saved.

9.3. State-of-art: number of hash indices

Next, we evaluate the state-of-art AMR indexing approach (i.e., multiple hash indices) [5] by varying the number of hash indices created on each state from the minimum to maximum number of possible indices, 1 to 7 respectively. Static non-adapting hash indices (i.e., selecting an optimal static index configuration at compile-time) produced poor results. Thus
instead here we use adaptive hash indices using the nothing migration outlined above and conventional index selection (i.e., indices that support the most frequent access patterns).

All experiments ran for less than 12.5 minutes (Fig. 9(a)). In each experiment, the system ran out of memory due to the CPU and memory overhead (see Section 4.2). For systems with only a few indices a backlog of search requests occurs over time from the processing delay caused by the large number of complete scans performed. The 7 hash indices solution produced more throughput than all others.

9.4. AMRI vs state-of-art

We now explore if AMRI is better than state-of-art approaches [5] at maximizing throughput. First, we compare AMRI to the 7 hash indices solution (i.e., the best state-of-art approach per above) and the state-of-the-art static bitmap index. Both AMRI and the static bitmap index start with the same optimal index configuration. A static bitmap index selects an optimal static bitmap index at compile-time. It produced poor results in fluctuating environments such as ours. As we can see, the static bitmap index could not keep up with the search requests and ran out of memory after 15.5 minutes. AMRI is the clear winner. It produces 75% and 93% more results than the non-adapting bitmap index and the best hash index configuration respectively (Fig. 9(b)).

Next, we compare AMRI to the state-of-art approaches [5] using the Intel Berkeley Research lab real data set. AMRI implements CDIA using highest count compression index assessment where the maximum error $\delta = .1$, threshold $\theta = .15$, hybrid scheduling, and nothing migration. We again observed very poor results using non-adapting hash indices. Thus, we also implemented adaptive hash indices as outlined above. AMRI again produces more results than the best hash index solution (68% more) (Fig. 9(c)). Next we compare AMRI to a non-adapting bitmap index. Both start with the same index configuration. In this experiment, AMRI produces 15% more results than the static bitmap index. Compared to the synthetic data, the real data query has a lower selectivity rate. Thus fewer search requests are routed through the system. Hence there are fewer opportunities for any system to gain a substantial lead.

9.5. Skewing the number of possible query paths

We now explore how varying the number of possible query paths affects the throughput of an AMR using AMRI indices versus the state-of-art approach. More precisely, we compare AMRI to adaptive hash indices as defined above when varying the number of possible query paths. Each experiment uses CDIA using highest count compression index assessment where the maximum error $\delta = .1$, threshold $\theta = .15$, hybrid scheduling, and nothing migration (i.e., the best index tuning options). The periodic and triggered evaluation windows are set to 40,000, and 80,000 search requests respectively. Synthetic data was formed such that the selectivities of joining one stream to the other streams limits the number of possible query paths favored by the router. More precisely the data value of every 5000 incoming tuples from stream $S_i$ are adjusted so that the number of different optimal orders of STeM operators is controlled.
Constant path. In the Constant experiment (Fig. 10(a)), only 1 query path is optimal for the query duration. In other words, 1 non-adapting query path for each stream is selected by the router. AMRI’s overhead was not low enough to keep up with the 3 static hash indices solution. But AMRI’s overhead was low enough to keep up with both the 1 and 5 static hash indices solutions. However, such a stable non-fluctuating scenario would clearly not be considered a good candidate for an AMR system as the purpose of AMR is to adapt the query plan to fluctuations. Thus we would not deploy our index tuning model in an extremely stable system with known statistics.

Single path. In the Single Adapting experiment (Fig. 10(b)) we again consider the case where the router selects a single path for each stream. However, this time, the single path adapts over time. In this case, our AMRI solution produces 35% more results than the highest output produced by the conventional adapting hash indexed based approach. Even for one path, the low overhead of creating and tuning AMRI allows it to produce more results than the state-of-art hash index solutions. This supports our claim that AMRI improves the throughput of queries in fluctuating environments.

Varying the number of paths. Next we vary the number of possible query paths on each stream. Overall AMRI produces more results than the highest output produced by the state-of-art AMR adapting indexing approach. How well AMRI performed is related to the degree of the fluctuations in the number of possible query paths used by the router (Figs. 10(c), 10(d), and 10(e)). A system with few fluctuations where 3 streams have 2 possible query paths and 1 stream has 6 possible query paths AMRI produced 24% more results (Fig. 10(e)). A system with average fluctuations where 2 streams have 2 possible query paths and 2 streams have 6 possible query paths AMRI produced 43% more results (Fig. 10(d)). A system with many fluctuations where 1 stream has 2 possible query paths and 3 streams have 6 possible query paths AMRI produced 73% more results (Fig. 10(c)). Clearly in these scenarios, AMRI adapts to systems with higher fluctuations better than the state-of-art approach.
9.6. Summary of results

We found that:

1) of our proposed index assessment methods, CDIA using highest count compression was better at improving throughput than DIA, SRIA, and CSRIA;
2) of our proposed scheduling methods, Hybrid was better at improving throughput than Continuous, Periodic, and Trig-gered;
3) of our proposed migration methods, None was better at improving throughput than All and Partial. In other words, given the temporary nature of index usage in the streaming context, rebuilding indices is generally not beneficial;
4) our AMRI, using both synthetic and real data, was better at improving throughput than the best state-of-art and non-adapting bitmap index solution;
5) our AMRI adapted to systems with heavy route fluctuations better than the best state-of-art solution.

10. Related work

While traditional database systems focus on processing queries over persistent storage, a new area has emerged focusing on continuous query processing over data streams [27–36]. Since stream data is infinite, new query semantics have been defined to avoid infinite data pile-up and thus unpredictable latency. Window-semantics for query operators are introduced to remove expired data from the database state [37], and with it new algorithms [38–41]. Dynamic constraints are also interleaved in the actual data stream [42,43]. To address system dynamicity, plan optimization and migration for static databases such as [44,45] are no longer sufficient. Instead online query plan optimization and run-time migration become critical techniques for maximal adaptivity [33,37].

Most major commercial DBMSs [46–48] determine a query plan at compile-time. This has been shown to lead to optimization coarseness, or not efficiently processing all tuples [49,50]. To combat this, AMR systems at runtime decide for each incoming tuple which operator to visit next, e.g., Eddy [3,4,7,6], QMesh [51], and CBR [52]. The first AMR system, Eddy, used a router to route individual tuples through operators [3]. Enhancements in routing policies were proposed in [4,7]. Multi-query AMR issues were covered by [6]. [53] adds batching to Eddies to reduce the tuple-level routing overhead. QMesh [51] groups and routes tuples along preselected operator orderings based on data stream characteristics. Content-based routing (CBR), an extension of Eddies [52], focuses on continuously profiling operators and identifying attributes to partition and route incoming tuples by.

We borrow the concept of the SteM (a State Module) from [5]. Stem is used with an Eddy to allow flexible adaptation of join algorithms, access methods, and the join spanning tree. The STAIR operator [54] encapsulates the state typically stored inside the join operators and exposes it to the Eddy.

Indexing in static databases aims to find a set of indexes that maximally benefit a query workload by either selecting the optimal index configuration off-line [8,9] or online during execution [12–14] (i.e., [12–14] in our original submission). [12] explores performance index tuning methods that exploit the ordering of statements in the workload of traditional databases. In particular, they consider the sequence of insertion and update requests as compared to search requests. We instead seek performance tuning methods for adaptive multi-route streaming databases where we exploit the sequence of insertion and update requests as compared to search requests. We 

5) our AMRI adapted to systems with heavy route fluctuations better than the best state-of-art solution.
Bit-address indexing, initially designed to index partial match queries on a file database [56], has been applied on applications ranging from compactly storing very large multidimensional arrays [57] to reducing processing costs of multidimensional queries [58,59]. [19] studied index selection heuristics using a single bit-address index where the search request workload is known prior to execution. We instead tackle the on-line index tuning problem for AMRs.

Assessment methods for the bit-address index design have not been studied while they are core to our effort. Such methods utilize stream sampling algorithms. Our work is the first to put forth for the first time the insight that heavy hitter algorithms [60,61,17], a type of stream sampling, uniquely meets the requirements of AMRs (Section 1).

[60] introduced the first deterministic algorithm for approximating frequency counts, a.k.a. the heavy hitter method. [17] added the error rate $\epsilon$ approximation guarantee. Our CSRIA method is modeled after [17]. However, we do not use raw data such as [17], but instead focus on the modeling and measuring search requests and their frequencies. Hierarchical heavy hitter, applying the heavy hitter methodology to hierarchical multidimensional data, was studied in [18,62] to solve network traffic problems. Our CDIA method is modeled after this hierarchical heavy hitter work. CDIA implements two compression methods, namely, random combination and highest count combination which are variations of compression methods presented by [23]. In our context, we customize the compression methods to handle the search benefit relationships between indices in AMRs. To our knowledge, ours is the first application of heavy hitter and hierarchical heavy hitter algorithms to address the problem of index tuning in AMRs.

11. Conclusions

AMRs require an index design and on-line tuning that is light weight with respect to both CPU and memory resources and yet efficiently can support diverse and ever adapting search criteria caused by the adapting query plans in AMRs. It is challenging to identify query path fluctuations, and to quickly and precisely adjust index configuration(s) to best serve the new query path(s). To address this problem we developed the Adaptive Multi-Route Index for AMR systems or AMRI. AMRI employs multiple time-partitioned bitmap indices to serve a workload of diverse access patterns with partially overlapping query windows. We introduced Compact Dependent Index Assessment which improves query responsiveness by reducing the selection search time. Hybrid Index Selection implements both standard periodic index selection and triggering index selection based upon changes in routing. We established the optimality bounds on the quality of the index configuration found during selection. We also are the first to demonstrate that a state utilizing multiple time-spliced index configurations significantly improved the throughput of AMR systems.

Our experiments validated that AMRI improves the throughput in dynamic stream environments while keeping the overhead minimal. In particular, using synthetic data AMRI produced on average 93% more results than the state-of-art approach. With our real data set AMRI produced on average 68% more results. We also evaluated multiple index scheduling and migration methods and determined their relative effectiveness.
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